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Simulation of Asset/Liability-Profiles
as Part of an Insurance Management Simulation Game
Peter Schenk

Abstract

The high complexity of the problems to be solved within the domain of
asset/liability-management induces a demand for models and their software
implementations in order to simulate asset/liabiltiy-profiles. This report introduces
the prototype of an object oriented insurance managementsimulation game which
bears the following features:
.
it generatesand visualises effects of asset/liability-management for training
purposes,
.
it contains the potential of being adaptedto real situations to serve as a tool
for managementdecisions.
La grande complexite des probltmes ?I resoudre par des entreprises d ‘assurance
dans le cadre da la gestion des “asset/liability” a gent96 la demande de modeles
compl&t& par un software adequat, grace auxquels il est possible de simuler des
profiles “asset/liability”. Cet article introduit le prototype d ‘un jeu d ‘entreprise
d‘assurance concu en tenant compte des caracteristiques suivants:
.
les effets de la gestion des “asset/liability” sont g&r&es et rendus visibles
pour des buts de managementtraining,
.
em m&metemps, g&e a sa structure modulaire, ce jeu peut servir de point
de depart pour des decisions reelles.
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1. Introduction
What could be the motives and benefits of integrating AL managementfacilities into an
insurance managementsimulation game? The following article answers this question
showing the results of interdisciplinary research. In its course it turned out that the
desirablefeaturesthe implementation of a AL model should have happenedto be readily
available in the concept of Object-VersPlan, an object oriented simulation game
implementedby Ralf Klotzbucher. The next chapters deal with the complexity of AL
management,the design of Object-VersPlan and how a synthesis could look like. The
results shahbe illustrated by an example. In the final chapter commentson the potential
and the limitations of this approach can be found.

2. The Asset/Liability

Model

The big task of AIL-Management is to managethe overall risk situation of a company.
The usual approach is based on the concept introduced to finance theory by Markowitz
and Sharpe:market values of all the assetsand liabilities are aggregatedand the risk of
the resulting quantity is measured.At first sight this suggestsa bottom-up approach as
follows:
l

Divide the set of assets and liabilities into homogenous subsets; do this until you
identity portfolios the future market value of which can directly be prognosticated’.
The smallestof these portfolios will consist of single assetsor liabilities (e.g. equities,
insurance policies), and the prognosis of their market values will possibly be a
sequenceof probability distributions, i.e. stochasticprocesses.

l

Identify the causal connections between the thus constructed sets and subsets;thus a
risk hierarchy is derived wherein the vertices* denote sets of assetsand liabilities and
the edgesshow cause/effectrelations.
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Determine the functional relations between “effect” and “cause” vertices and calculate

l

the market values of all sets starting at the leaves until you arrive at the prognosis of
the overall market value.
l

Determine the overall risk position according to a predefined risk measure, e.g.
duration (of both assetsand liabilities) or standarddeviation (or volatility according to
the usual terminology in finance theory).

This approach meansthe complexity of the whole problem is reduced step by step by
pooling risks that show a direct cause/effectrelationship until all vertices are represented
by one final set (set V8 in the below diagram). The resulting sets of vertices shall be
called vertical portfolios.

Diagram 1: Construction of vertical portfolios

Obviously the risk manager who follows this approach is confronted with various
problems.He needsa complete collection of input data and relations and, as usually an
analytic solution will not be possible, has to aggregate them by means of stochastic
simulation.

In order to simplify the complexity of the processof aggregationseveral methods can be
thought of One is to reduce the stochastic problem to a deterministic one and take the
uncertain part of it into account by calculating scenarios.Another possibility is to use
information on the current situation of the specific company in order to search an
improved sequenceof aggregatingvertices. How can this be done?
Usually additional information on existing correlations between vertices that are not
neighbours in the risk hierarchy is available. This information shall be called expert
knowledge and can be used to reduce the complexity of the risk hierarchy by pooling the

corresponding vertices in sets that shall be called hereafter horizontal portfolios. This
expressionallows for a clear distinction Corn the abovevertical portfolios.
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Diagram 2: Construction of horizontal portfolios

An admittedly rather trivial example would be to directly prognosticatethe market value
of a portfolio consisting of an option and its underlying instead of adding the individual
forecasts on option and underlying (this could result in portfolios like portfolio Hl and
H2 in the above diagram). Another source of expert knowledge is the information
contained in the valuation of a product. Here information on the correlation between
premiums and claims is contained. Therefore, instead of separatelysimulating a liability
and its corresponding assetsit might lead to more reliable forecaststo directly simulate

their balance (e.g. the cash-flow coming from portfolio H3 in the above diagram). An
obvious example for this approach is unit-linked policies, A change in the market value
of the asset consisting of the units related to a policy simulaneously has the identical
effect on the corresponding liability. If furthermore the actuary has the right to review
premiumsin casethe value of existing mortality risk premium is insufficient to support
the cover, the risk of having to finance a possible mortality loss when market value of
units is less than the minimum sum assuredcan be at least theoretically eliminated. Thus
taken on its own the liability is subject to a investment risk and a mortality risk and the
asseton its part is subjectto an investment risk. Combining the expert knowledge about
the liability and the corresponding asset the investment risk is eliminated and the
mortality risk significantly reduced or even eliminated.
It can be summarizedthat due to the generally immenselyhuge complexity of the process
of aggregating the complete number of assets and liabilities general solutions (i.e.
algorithms) cannot be given. Creativity leading to individual solutions is needed. Using
expert knowledge on correlations between the vertices of a AIL risk hierarchy can
simplify its structure and less complex forecasts can be achieved. It can lead to more
stableresults to simulatethe aggregatedvalue of two elementsthan to simulate the value
of each elements and aggregate the simulation results. As shall be seen the concept
suggestedin this paper promotes these ideas by providing the user with the flexibility
neededto changethe paths of aggregation,

3. Basic Structure of Object-VersPlan
Object-VersPlanoffers an object oriented stochastic simulation model of an insurance
market and a set of tools for running this mode1as part of a managementgame. Within
this market several insurance companies which compete with each other follow the
instructions of their boards of managementwith regard to administration, acquisition,
reinsuranceprogram, and investment. In order to obtain sufficient understanding for the
possibilities of simulating asset/liability profiles according to the previous chapter it is
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necessaryto have more insight in the principles, components,and tools Object-VersPlan
is basedupon3
Principles
Obiect oriented paradigm
Object Orientation narrows the gap between model and reality: A model following the
object oriented paradigm mapsreality as a number of objectsconsisting ofproperties and
methoak(these are the implementationsof their abilities) and the relations between them.
Objects can be described with by their characteristics, capabilities, and behaviour.
Characteristics and capabilities are encapsulated from being manipulated from outside
the object directly. The only way to interact with objects is message-passing.As many
objects are of the samekind and sharethe samecapabilities and characteristics,schemes
of objects are stored in classes. And as some classesare quite similar to each other,
classesmay be ordered in a class hierarchy like a tree - abstract classesare close to the
root of this tree and very specialized classes will be found at the leaves, This class
hierarchy reduces redundancy as subclassesinherit characteristicsand capabilities from
their superclasses.
The objects in the model are individual instances of these object classes.Classesare
stored in an object library and serve as component frameworks that stop you from
reinventing the wheel through reuse.
It is the relations between objects that create behaviour of the model: “Is-a” relations
form the class hierarchy, the information flow between objects generates dynamic
communication relations and other relations like “part-of’ describethe structure of the
model.
Manaaine;comolexitv
The idea is to manage highly complex systemswithout paying the price of additional
complications. This is put into effect using the following concepts:
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Model-View-Controller: #en implementing a complex model in software it is helpfIt

l

to divide the systeminto three levels:
Models incorporate all the information directly linked to the problem dealt with.
They are defined by experts and should approximate reality as closely as possible.
The View is the projection of the model: it defines how the user perceives a
model. So different information on the samemodel can be derived from different
views on it.
The Controller controls interaction between user and system: it receives input
and transformsit into commandsto the system.
l

The system is described by static and dynamic types of submodels: the structure
consisting of part-of hierarchies and the processesdescribing the messageflows that
steer the simulation activities. As both types of submodelsfollow the object oriented
paradigm it is easily possible to change the number of objects and their relations
within eachsubmodel(i.e. its complexity) to the needsof the user.

Meta-Model
The above principles can be put together in a simple and comprehensive meta-model.
Here the semanticsare defined that are used to describe simulation models in ObjectVersPlan.
Components
The class-hierarchydesignedfor the specific domain of insurance managementgamesis
the componentframework for constructing custom simulation models. In this caseit has
been enlargedto incorporate A/L management.This leads to the following subsection of
the classhierarchy of model classesas shown below (specific view/controller classesmay
easily be addedon demand).
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VersPlanProduct
cash flow generators
insured risks
investments
cash
bonds
shares
derivatives
real goods
human resources (empbyees, game
organ&d structures
simulation game (motof the model hierarchy)
market
companies
insurance companies
divisions within a company
projects
game manager (~agcn~s)
tasks

(to be completed

by human

ESWXS

participants

(erogenous))

or the game manager)

simulation organisation
accounting
producer balance sheet
producer profit/loss account
management of insurance business
claims control
policy administration
reinsurance
underwriting
NL management
controlling
public relations
Diagram 3: class hierarchy of model classes

Tools
A rich set of tools supports model construction, simulation handling and implementation
of Object-VersPlanfor training or managementsupport purposes,
l

part-of editor (generatespart-of models)

l

processeditor (generatesthe simulation processes)

l

report editor (interactive generating of user-specific reports)

several simulation support tools (e.g. debugger,notifier, user editor etc.)
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The game
Looking at the above possibilities of complexity variation it is obvious that in principle a
A/L model can easily be incorporated into Object-VersPlan. Assets and liabilities and
also sets of them are objects, Both the composition of portfolios and the simulation
instructions can be changedquite naturally as objects and relations between objects can
be added, deleted and changed (most of the time the only work to do is to reuse
componentsby “going to the library”), The “views” deliver data in whatever composition
and shape the decision taker desires, Thus the object oriented architecture allows for
producing realistic learning situations and multiple perspectives on the same facts in a
very natural way4. These features make it possible to use the sameimplementation for
different training situations. In particular, the effects of “creative” A/L managementcan
be trained and there are options to extend the software to a managementsupport tool.
An exampleof the structure of the whole gamecan be seenin the following diagram:

Diagram 4: Example of the structure of an insurance game
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An insurancecompany could look as follows:

Diagram 5: Example of the structureof an insurancecompany

Much more can be read into the formulation “an example of the structure” than meets
the eye. The system has been designed so as to facilitate defining these structures
according to the user’s every wish (even the above diagramsare not simple drawings but
output of the part-of-editor). Areas other than insurance could also be modelled
(certainly this would mean that the above mentioned libraries would have to be
supplemented).

The dynamic character of the model can be seen in an example of the running of one
simulation period:

wait for claims

and administration

Diagram6: Exampleof a simulationperiod
The diagram shows that during one period several actions can take place simultaneously.
Between the periods the “managers”of the companiesmaketheir decisions and so define
the position of their companywithin the whole market anew. According to the new state
variables the insurance agents take care of the existing businessand acquire new risks,
others terminate or are lapsed or cancelled. As soon as these developments have been
taken care of the claims are simulated and claims are processed. Simultaneously the
investmentsof eachcompany are determinedand then the changesin the capital markets
are simulated.
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4. Example
Object-VersPlan is not simply an abstract tool to model a market. Simulation rules are
implementedas well. The user can either make use of them and adapt them to his view
on the world or plug in his own models. The following diagrams show a concrete
example of the way the Wure probability distributions of the market value of a portfolio
of risks and the corresponding assetscan be approximated.
It is assumedthe development of the global economy behaveslike a deterministic sine
function:
@(p(t)
= sin(ot)
The number of insurance policies a company holds is directly related to this function.
Also inflation dependson @ and determinesthe average sum assured.Premiums are a
constant proportion of sums assured (burning cost), cost a constant proportion of
premiums.The number of claims per period follows a Poisson-distribution, claim amount
an exponential distribution. The total claim amount per period is derived by MonteCarlo-simulation. An example of a histogram that approximates the probability
distribution of the resulting profit in three yearstime is given in the next diagram.
1

Iterations:
5om
t=3
p=2263211
0 =197818(0.09

.;,, :.

p)

..,

Diagram 7: claimssimulation

The available investmentsare fixed interest bonds with termsto maturity from two to ten
years, equities without dividends and options on them. Furthermore money can be put
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into an account with a risk free one year interest rate (the risk free assetaccording to
Markowitz). The yields of the bonds with terms to maturity two to nine are deterministic
combinationsof the one year interest rate and the yield of the ten year bond. These yields
follow Q with meanreversion:
r,(t)=a,(A,C(t+rx)+c,)+(l-a,)r,(t-l)+q,&,-,
r:
yield to maturity
T:
term to maturity
h, A,, G, IX: mean-reversionparameter
E- N(O,l)
Yield stnlcture

Diagram 8: Example of the bond yield structure for 241 months

The sharemarket has been implemented as a single-factor model according to Sharpe5.
The single factor is correlated to the yields of the bond market and thus implicitly
dependenton &:

rM(9 = rM0 - 1)+ is(r,0) - rT0 - 1))+ qj5-,
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Market Prices

I
Diagram 9: Exampleof the developmentof market ptias of shares

It is assumedthe marketparticipants agreewith the theory that equities follow a random
walk and calculate option prices using the Black-Scholes formula.
Under the existing conditions the portfolio managers want to decide between the
following (admittedly not very sophisticated) strategies:

I) A constant portion of risk&e asset,bonds and sharesis maintained:
shares:40% (evenly distributed to 4 shares)
bonds: 45% (evenly distibuted to 9 bonds with terms to maturity 2,...,10
liskfhe asset:15%
II) Same strategy as I); hthermore:
50% of sharesare hedgedby short puts
stop loss with priority 10,000, reinsurance premium burning cost . 1.1
It is assumedthe overall market value of all assetsin t=O is 1,000,OOO.
The result of the
simulation of claims has been shown in diagram 6. The resulting f?equencytables are
given below.
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hatIons:
so00
t=3
)A=1635856
0=360756 (0.26~)

Diagram 9: Results of simulation I

I Iterations: SW0
t=3
)1=1270894
u=lmzxl(o.14p)

Diagram 10: Results of simulation II
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5. Potential And Limitations
If one were bold one could say the potential is unlimited. In theory portfolio managers
could be trained at all levels and projections on the effects of all kinds of management
decisions are possible. But what are the limitations?
It can be assumed only few exist for Object-VersPlan as a training instrument. Its
“classically programmed” predecessorhas successfullybeen employedfor someyears in
several seminars,and the new dimension of complexity variation should lead to at least
the samequality of training for other, custom- madesituations, levels and goals.
There is no experience so far on its application as a managementdecision support tool.
The quality of the projections it would deliver would be dependent on how well the
simulation rules approximate reality. It can be assumedthat the currently implemented
models would in many casesnot yet be able to approximate the user’s opinion on the
Cmctioning of his insurance portfolios and the capital markets. If he could deliver the
missing individual models, these could be substituted for the current model already
implementedand so extend the system.
’ The finding of homogenoussetsof assetsand liabilities is a complextopic in itself How this canbe
donewas shownby Elmar Helten (e.g. seeHelten, E.: Die Erfassungund MessungdesRisikos,
Wiesbaden,1994).On an abstractlevel it canbe seenthat the samecriteria canbe applied for both
insuranceand investmentportfolios.
‘The termsvertices,edgesand leavesreferto thosefound in graph theory.
3The following explanationscan be found in moredetail in “ObjektorientiertePlanspielentwickhmgdargestelltam Beispiel einesVersichenmgsplanspiels”by Ralf Klotzbticher(publishedin “Versichenmg
und Risikoforschong”,Wiesbaden,1996)who developedand implementedObject-VersPlan.
4 Authentic learning surroundingsas a preconditionfor efficient learning andthe benefitsof multiple
perspectivesare the messageof cxmstm&vism; e.g. seeCollins, A., Brown, S., Newman,S.: Cognitive
Apprenticeship,in: Knowing, learning and instruction,New York, 1989,p. 453ff, and Mandl, H.,
Grober,H., Renkl, A.: Lernen in Scholeand Hochschole,MUnchen,1993,p. 9 ff
’ SeeSharpe,W.F.: Capital AssetPrices:A Theory of Market Equilibrium underConditionsof Risk, in:
Journalof Finance,Vol. 19, 1964,p. 425 @,for helpful commentson its structureand its place in capital
marketstheory seeAlexander, G.J., Sharpe,W.F.: Fundamentalsof Investments,New Jersey,1989,and
Rudolph,B.: Kapitalkostenbei unsicherenErwarhmgen,Berlin e.a., 1979
6~and g allow to determinethe correlationbetweenyields of the equity marketand the yields of bonds
with termsto matmity 1 and 10.

